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‘Who are you and how did you get
in here?’ ‘I’m a locksmith. And,
I’m a locksmith.’
Leslie Nielsen

You Forgot
About Us
by Kayla Herrera ~ Daily Bull

This week, we had the pleasure
of participating in the 2011
Fall Career Fair—or did we?
Well I sure didn’t. I know a lot
of people ask “What about
the free stuff? You can get
that.” Yeah, free stuff is great.
But you know what’s even
greater? A flipping job, or at
least the chance to get one.
“I never go. When I have gone
in the past, I got waved off for
not being an engineer,” said
Lucy Sorentine, third-year Communications major. Michigan
Tech has put us outside, tucked
us away in the deepest parts of
its back pockets. Every year the
Career Fair comes around, we
walk around campus grunting,
eyes to the floor, carrying our
free gadgets and gizmos. While
other students are dressed up
in suits and ties, ready to score
a career.

American Jobs Act to Directly
Impact Career Fair

Sudoku - BANANAS

By Alec Hamer ~ Daily Bull

The American Jobs Act proposed by
Barrack Obama earlier this month includes much of the usual stimulus: tax
cuts, infrastructure improvements and
tax reform to name a few. What may surprise Michigan Technological University
students, though, is a specific provision
within the bill:
“... and twice a year $30 million is to be

allocated to the Michigan Technological University Career Fair.”
Like the rest of the bill, most people
are not aware of how the money will
be spent.
One student remarked, “It would be
nice if they just split the money evenly
and everyone got a check once a
semester.” Unfortunately, this will
most likely not be an option as
pointed out by political analyst
Jeb O’Neill: “It would be nice
if the money went to students
but it is instead going to job
creators as an incentive to hire
more employees.”
Thousands of corporations are
attending the Career Fair in hopes
of receiving some incentive,
though only six are hiring.
“You should pass the bill,” added Obama.

What’s really puzzling about the bill is how it’s going
to take effect, when it hasn’t passed, or even been
brought up in congress yet. A true mystery!

Meanwhile, students at Tech
continue to feel beleaguered by
... see Class Act on back

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Couch Locked? Munchies?
No Problem, The Studio Delivers!
www.thestudiopizza.com

“I go to the fair every year. I’ve
scored two co-ops already! I’m
hoping to score a job this time. It’s
... see Career Poop on back

4 hours of sleep is ALWAYS a great idea!

482-5100

... Career Poop from front

a lot easier than I thought it’d be,” said Jon
Tucker, fourth-year Mechanical Engineer.
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Bull H. Gif

People don’t understand that Humanities
students (and others) work hella hard
to get out there and do something. We
don’t just get jobs handed to us at a fair.
But for once, it would be nice to want to
look nice and meet a potential employer
in person, just once to get the same
equal opportunities as engineers. Even if
Michigan Tech has to ship a bunch of us
to another career fair at a bigger school,
at least we would be getting an opportunity. Glen Mroz gave his thoughts on the
Humanities Career Fair crisis. “We have a
Humanities department?”

Objective
To be hired as a non-coffee-fetching intern with a company that makes mad bank, dawg.
Education

TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
Hit us up if you want to go hear the amazing tunes of
Ben Sollee this Thursday night! Parts of the Bull
staff will be there - come hang out with us and get
your socks rocked by the cello.
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their inability to pay for tuition, begging
Obama to enact a new policy called
the American Michigan Tech Act. The
act, proposed by several students in
the school of business and economics, would require the government to
pay everyone’s way through Calc I, II,
and III as well as one other class of
their choosing. Hello, five-credit lab!
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